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ABSTRACT
The emergence of high penetration rates of renewable energies in power systems presents a serious challenge in energy
generation and load balance maintenance to ensure power network stability and reliability. Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) could
play a relevant role in facing these challenges, as the technologies have passed the demo and prototype phases to a wide market
implementation phase. The only remaining barrier for their implementation is their cost, but even this barrier is quickly
disappearing. In this paper, we address the financial feasibility of storage technologies in electricity systems. In particular, we
evaluate whether such technologies are economically sustainable and how far they are from becoming viable. For this purpose,
we consider the Chilean electricity system and evaluate the maximum possible arbitrage revenues that could be achieved under
ESS through benefiting from energy time shift, diminishing of transmission losses, and transmission upgrade deferral. The results
show that the arbitrage revenues are still below the cost of storage systems. Further improvement in storage efficiency or a
decrease in the cost of storage systems is still needed to make this type of investment financially viable in the near future.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5039736

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, electricity generation from intermittent
renewable energy technologies, like wind and solar, has
increased substantially in many countries. In Chile, for example,
solar energy projects in the Northern regions of the country
have become increasingly important (Agostini et al., 2016). As of
February 2018, installed capacity from renewable energy sources (RESs)—excluding large hydro—reached 18% of the total
power capacity in the system (Nasirov et al., 2018). Among the
different technologies, the largest shares of renewables in the
country are solar energy and wind energy, representing 45%
and 35%, respectively. As part of a long-term energy strategy,
the Chilean government has established the goal of increasing
the share of renewable energy sources in the energy balance of
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the country to 70% by 2050 (Nasirov et al., 2018). The current
trends in the growth of renewable energy projects and the government’s ambitious goals for their integration in the energy
matrix indicate that the entrance of massive variable generation
capacity from renewable sources to the grid will, in fact, occur
in the near future.
The experience with increasing shares of variable and
unpredictable generation from renewable energy resources in
power systems has generated a significant stress for the system
operators and the power generators in several countries. The
situation could be even more serious in countries like Chile,
where the power market has a cost-based design based on the
marginal costs of generation (Munoz et al., 2018). Since renewables have zero marginal operational cost, the massive entrance
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of these sources into the system, especially in some specific
range of hours, will push the prices down significantly. In
Germany, to solve this problem, lower prices from the impact of
renewables are compensated to renewable generators through
direct government subsidies such as feed in tariff regulatory
schemes. However, Chile is one of the few countries where
renewable energy developers do not receive any direct subsidy
from the government for energy generation. In this context, all
costs associated with lower prices will need to be internalized
by generators. Furthermore, the expansion of fluctuating power
generation capacities generates more volatility in the power
generation, leading to a potentially serious misbalance between
demand and supply. There are periods of time when plants generate more electricity than they eventually would need to, and
this overproduction in some hours creates significant income
losses for generators. As a result, they misuse some of the power
generation to get rid of idle renewable capacity at the expense
of absorbing associated production costs. Another serious problem is related to transmission because, in most cases, the grid
conditions do not respond to the volatility of renewable generation. Then, an expansion of these sources in the grid will cause
transmission losses—particularly at the peak hours—or alternatively will require costly investments for a transmission system
upgrade.
In the academic literature, several alternatives have been
considered and evaluated as feasible solutions to accommodate
high penetration of variable energy sources in power systems in
the least-cost manner (Heard et al., 2017; Brook et al., 2018; and
Bekele and Palm, 2010). Amongst all the possible options,ESSs
seem to be very promising. They can potentially have a wide
range of functions providing attractive benefits for almost all
participants involved in power systems. In the ancillary markets,
they can provide reserve, power quality, and reliability services;
in generation plants, they could reduce balancing costs, timeshift delivery, or manage constraints; in the demand centers,
they can reduce network service charges; and in the networks,
they could allow us to defer costly upgrades to transmission and
distribution systems (Wade et al., 2010; Ibrahim et al., 2008;
Kondoh, et al.,2000; and Beaudin et al., 2010). Although ESSs
have the potential to play a significant role in solving recent
challenges faced by the power systems, their diffusion has been
very slow due to several existing barriers. Today, the most obvious and widely known barrier is the cost factor—specifically,
capital costs—but recent developments show that this barrier
could be quickly disappearing (LAZARD, 2017).
The main purpose and contribution of this paper are to
evaluate the financial feasibility of storage technologies in the
Chilean electricity system. In particular, we evaluate whether
such technologies are financially feasible and how far they are
from becoming viable. In order to provide empirical evidence,
the analysis evaluates the application of storage technologies
integrated to renewable energy power plants in the Northern
Interconnected System in Chile (CDEC-SING). The empirical
analysis considers three existing power plants with leading
renewable wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies. The
rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sec. II provides a literature review showing the role of ESS applications in generating
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arbitrage revenues in the market. Section III presents the methodology used for the analysis. Section IV reports the main simulation results, and Sec. V concludes.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: ARBITRAGE REVENUE
SOURCES
Even though the financial benefits of the ESSs for the
different segments in the power networks have been widely
researched lately, we focus on reviewing the evidence of
ESS applications in power systems from an arbitrage revenue generating perspective. This includes, more specifically, revenue sources from price arbitrage, deferred
transmission investment, and diminishing transmission
loss activities.

A. Potential revenue benefits from Price Arbitrage
Price arbitrage can occur whenever energy is stored at a
price that is lower than the price at which it can be delivered,
thus creating a benefit due to the price difference. In order to
increase the benefit, a storage system can be used to store the
energy when the price is at its minimum value and then be sold
when the price is at its peak. In recent years, there has been a
growing literature evaluating the economic viability of ESSs to
benefit from price arbitrage in specific power systems. Sioshansi
et al. (2009) examined the arbitrage value of a price-taking storage device in Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland interconnection (PJM) from 2002 to 2007. Their results show that the impact
of load-shifting for larger amounts of storage can decrease onpeak and increase off-peak hourly prices diminishing the value
of arbitrage, while generating welfare effects for consumers and
generators. Salles et al. (2017) developed a linear optimization
model to calculate a maximum possible profit through the
implementation of ESSs as a price arbitrage device within the
electricity markets of PJM. The analysis determined that arbitrage would be profitable depending on the rated discharge
duration, its distribution over grid nodes, and its variation over
the years. In another study, Bradbury et al. (2014) compared the
profitability of energy arbitrage for numerous storage technologies by determining the internal rate of return for selected
nodes.

B. Potential revenue benefits from avoiding
transmission losses
The use of ESSs for energy arbitrage in transmission and
distribution systems is also becoming increasingly attractive for
the renewable energy developers because they generate additional revenue sources. As a result, over the past decade, the
expansion of renewable energy technologies with low capacity
factors in the grid has also led to a low capacity factor transmission. As a consequence, several power systems have faced
increasing transmission losses due to congestion. Electricity
storage technologies can smooth out this variability and allow
dispatching electricity at a later time, which both alleviate congestion and decrease losses. For this purpose, the energy can be
stored when line usage and losses are in their peak and then be
delivered when losses are in their minimum value. Nourai et al.
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(2008) examined the benefits of utility-scale energy storage in
the transmission and distribution (T&D) loss reduction. They
find that shifting any part of a load from the peak to the off-peak
period will reduce T&D losses, increasing the efficiency of the
energy delivery system by 1%–3%.

As a result of a steady increase in power generation over
the last few years, there exists some pressure to invest in transmission systems in order to deliver the electricity satisfying
both current and future demands. While the need to upgrade is
becoming more important, the high costs of replacing power
lines and equipment, such as switchgear and transformers, present financial challenges for transmission and distribution companies. Energy storage can be considered as an alternative to
traditional infrastructure upgrades by implementing transmission and distribution deferral. A recent study by Navigant
Research shows that the worldwide installed energy storage
power capacity for transmission and distribution deferral
reached 331.7 MW in 2017, and it is expected to grow to
14,324.8 MW in 2026 (Navigant Research, 2017). MacRae (2017)
developed a model showing the effects of the integration of ESS
into the transmission network. Their results show the essential
role of ESSs in transmission upgrade deferral. MacRae et al.
(2014) examined the role of ESSs in electricity transmission networks from the perspective of upgrade deferral by smoothing
supply and matching demands. They demonstrated that the
optimal location and capacity of storage are sensitive not only to
cost but also to the variability of demands in the network.

III. METHODOLOGY
The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate the economic
feasibility of storage technologies in electricity systems, including also at which point storage becomes economically viable.
For that purpose, we consider an empirical analysis based on
specific applications of storage technologies in the Northern
Interconnected System in Chile (CDEC-SING) considering the
two leading renewable technologies: wind and PV solar. More
specifically, the case study considers two solar PV plants and
one wind plant, which are described in Table I.
The methodology used to evaluate the economic viability of
different storage technologies consists basically of defining the
relevant economic benefits and then use simulations to determine the impact of each storage system on minimizing transmission losses, taking advantage of price arbitrage, and delaying

TABLE I. Description of power plants. Source: Own elaboration based on data
adopted from Coordinador Electrico Nacional (2017).

Maria Elena
Solar Jama
Valle los Vientos

Type of
technology

Installed
capacity (MW)

Voltage
(kV)

Length of the
transmission (km)

Solar PV
Solar PV
Wind

72
52.65
90

220
220
110

7.0
31.97
13.55
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transmission investments in the Chilean electricity system. The
simulations consider both the power and energy capacities, the
ratio of which (i.e., energy/power capacity) defines the maximum hours of energy that the device can store.

A. Data collection

C. Potential revenue benefits from deferred
transmission investment

Power plants

ARTICLE

In order to assess the profitability of energy storage applications, the analysis requires two types of data. The first one is
historical data of market operations to calculate the benefits of
implementing energy storage systems. The data used for this
purpose come from the Northern Interconnection System
(CDEC-SING), and they include information on installed capacity
of three selected power plants (see Table I), hourly power plant
generation, marginal cost of each plant, hourly marginal cost on
the transmission lines, and technical characteristics of each
plant. The data contain detailed information of 1-h intervals,
implying 24 hour data, for each of the three power plants in
2016. Figure 1 presents the generation of each of the power
plants considered in this study on a specific day.
The data for the marginal cost of electricity in the transmission lines also include information of 1-h intervals, implying 24
hour data, for each of the transmission lines of three power
plants in 2016. Calama and Crucero were the transmission lines
considered in this study. Figure 2 describes the marginal cost of
each transmission line on a given day.
Considering that all power plants studied are in the same
electrical system, the marginal cost of electricity varies very
slightly from one location to another. This can be seen in Fig. 3,
which shows the average marginal cost over a year.
In addition, we collected data on technical aspects of the
transmission lines (including electrical losses) connecting the
three plants to the main system.
The second type of data required, after examining the
potential economic benefits of incorporating energy storage
systems in the Chilean electricity system, is the costs of different storage technologies to perform a cost benefit analysis.
Table II presents the different costs of the selected ESSs for this
analysis. The selected ESS technologies in this study include NaS, Li-ion, pump hydro, and redox batteries.

B. Simulations
The benefits of implementing energy storage systems in
the Chilean electricity market are in many dimensions.
However, the empirical analysis focuses on the most relevant
ones for CDEC-SING: minimizing transmission losses, price
arbitrage, and deferral of transmission investments. The simulations use daily operation data for 2016 (all simulations were done
in Matlab).
1. Potential benefits from price arbitrage
As it was mentioned before, a storage system allows us to
store energy when the price is at its minimum and then sells it
when it is at its peak. To evaluate the benefits of using storage
systems for price arbitrage, the analysis is done in two steps:
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FIG. 1. Generation of power plants on a speciﬁc day. Source: Own elaboration based on data adopted from CDEC-SING (2018).

8760
X

First, we determine the maximum and minimum values of
the marginal cost of energy on an hourly basis. This allows
establishing the optimal timing for storing and also selling
energy. Considering that several energy storage systems have
different configurations, in some cases, the storage system is
not able to deliver or store all the capacity that would allow us
to obtain the maximum benefits. In addition, it is important to
determine whether the capacity of transmission lines limits the
delivery of energy when the price is at its maximum.
The second step considers the calculation of the economic
benefits under price arbitrage based on a linear optimization
model adopted from Bradbury et al. (2014). For this purpose, we
assumed that the Energy E (kW h) stored at time t is


(1)
EðtÞ ¼ ð1  rÞEðt  DtÞ þ u Pc ðtÞ  Pd ðtÞ Dt;

where ðtÞ is the price of electricity at hour t ð$=kW hÞ.
The representative annual revenue for each renewable
plant was obtained using Eqs. (1) and (2). It is important to note
that due to the energy storage efficiency levels, some amount of
energy is lost during the storing process. Therefore, storage
becomes feasible only when the difference between the storing
price and the delivering price is high enough to account for the
losses and payment of the operational and investment costs.

where r is the fractional loss of energy while storing it during
the interval Dt, / is the efficiency of the selected storage technology, Pc ðtÞ (kW) is the charging power from the grid at time
t(h), and Pd ðtÞ (kW) is the discharging power from the storage
technology at time t. Note that E(t) = 0 at t ¼ 0.
The linear program for maximizing the arbitrage revenue r
($) on a day, using time periods of 1 h, is expressed as

The relevant question that we address here is whether it is
feasible to obtain financial benefits from diminishing transmission losses when implementing ESS. This includes economic
benefits from avoiding transmission congestions, i.e., storing
energy at the peak periods and discharging during the off-peak
hours. The objective is to minimize transmission losses and generate revenues by transporting energy at off peak periods. For
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pðtÞ½Pc ðtÞ  Pd ðtÞDt;

(2)

t¼1

2. Potential revenue benefits from diminishing
transmission losses
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FIG. 2. Marginal cost of transmission lines on a speciﬁc day. Sources: Own elaboration based on the data adopted from CDEC-SING (2018).

FIG. 3. Hourly marginal cost of each power plant on an average day of 2016. Source: Own elaboration based on the data adopted from CDEC-SING.
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TABLE II. Costs of different storage technologies. Source: Own elaboration based
on the date adopted from the National Assessment of Energy Storage for Grid
Balancing and Arbitrage.
Energy storage
technology

Capital cost
($/kW h)

Capital cost
($/kW)

Fixed
O&M ($/kW)

Variable
O&M (Cents/kW h)

Na-S battery
Li-ion battery
Pumped hydro
Redox battery

315
710
10
173

…
…
1970
943

5
5
4.6
24.25

0.7
0.7
0.4
0.1

example, in a system with high solar PV penetration, where PV
power plants are not capable of generating energy during the
night, storing the energy during the day and discharging it during the night would minimize transmission losses. Figure 4 illustrates, using real data for Chile, the use of ESS applications for
reducing transmission congestion at the peak hours.
To answer this question, the analysis is based on the following three steps. In the first step, we defined the moments corresponding to the maximum and minimum power generation
output of each of the power plants connected by a single line to
the system. The goal is to store energy at the moments of maximum generating capacity—when there is maximum usage of the
transmission line—and to deliver it at the moments of minimum
generating capacity. In the second step, we calculate transmission losses—with and without storage—and the economic value
of these losses. In the third step, we calculate the value of injecting stored energy into the system after avoiding transmission
congestion. Therefore, we are considering two sources of revenues, the economic impact of transmission losses and the
impact of delivering the energy at a different time from when it
was stored.
3. Potential benefits from deferred transmission
investment

ARTICLE
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this option, we selected the solar power plant Solar Jama to simulate the implementation of transmission deferral. Currently,
the plant is under construction, and only 33% of its total
installed capacity (150 MW) is connected to the grid. If Solar
Jama increases its installed capacity by 50% or 100%, the transmission capacity would need to be increased. The analysis does
not consider a more dramatic scenario in which the replacement of the entire existing transmission line is required. Instead,
it evaluates the case in which ESSs are used as additional capacity to transport the excess of energy that the existing transmission line cannot deliver. Figure 5 shows the effects of increasing
transmission capacity by 50% using ESSs.
The economic evaluation then considers the case in which
energy storage is installed, no transmission line is constructed,
and the excess of energy produced is sold at a different time
from the produced one. This simulation is done in two steps: the
first one is to determine the new storage capacity that can handle a generation increase in 50% and 100%, respectively. The
second step is to determine the required investment for the
implementation of this new energy storage capacity considering
the different types of storage technologies available. This step
also considers the investment necessary for the additional transmission lines required in the case of not adding energy storage.
4. Cost determination of implementing ESSs
The last economic evaluation consists of comparing the
annual economic benefit of the installation of energy storage
with the annual costs needed for this installation. The annual
costs consider the variable Operational and Maintenance (O&M)
costs and the annual cost of capital that would be paid for the
system. The reason why we consider the annual cost of capital
for the economic evaluation is that the useful lifetime of the different storage technologies varies significantly.
In order to compare the cost of capital and the yearly savings of the different storage technologies considered, the analysis uses the weighted average cost of capital (WACC).

ESSs are also considered an alternative to traditional infrastructure upgrades as their implementation may allow postponing investments in transmission and distribution. To evaluate

a. Determination of the Weighted Average Cost of
Capital (WACC). WACC is a widely used financial indicator to

FIG. 4. Energy delivery change with 10-MWh-energy storage. Source: Own elaboration from simulations.

FIG. 5. Increase in transmission capacity by 50%. Source: Own elaboration from
simulations.
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calculate the cost of capital in projects’ cost-benefit assessments (Donovan and Corbishley, 2016; Byrnes et al., 2016; and
IRENA, 2015). In particular, it presents a minimum rate of return
at which an investor is willing to invest capital in a particular
project (Mir-Artigues and Del Rio, 2014). WACC has several
advantages that are mainly associated with its simplicity for
implementing it and then the interpretation of its results
(Angelopoulos et al., 2017). The mathematical formulas used for
the calculation of the WACC and its related components are
presented in Table III.
In practice, there exist different approaches for the calculation of the cost of debt (BNEF, 2013). The methodological
approach that we use for the calculation is the one provided by
Angelopoulos et al. (2017). The components of the methodology
are presented in Table III. This includes data on the country risk,
the swap interest rate, and the renewable energy project spread.
The quantification of the cost of equity was based on the
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), a widely used indicator for
this purpose. For the case of the risk-free rate, we used the
annual average 10-year Chile government bond yield (Federal
Reserve, 2018). The beta coefficient data used come from the
study of Damodaran (2018) for energy markets. A typical financing structure for renewable energy investments consists of 70%
debt and 30% equity capital (Klessmann et al., 2013), and this was
the ratio used in the calculation. The respective input parameters for the calculation of the WACC are presented in Table IV.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results consist of three parts: (1) economic
benefits from ESS applications, (2) cost of ESS applications, and
(3) sensitivity analysis of the results with respect to the cost of
capital.

A. Simulation results on economic benefits from ESS
applications
Tables V and VI present the simulation results in terms of
arbitrage revenues considering different energy storage system
TABLE III. Calculation formulas of the ﬁnancial indicators. Sources: Angelopoulos
et al. (2017), Frank and Shen (2015), and BNEF (2013).
Formulas
E
 CoE
WACC ¼ DþE
D
 CoD  ð1  taxÞ
þ DþE

Components
1. WACC: weighted average cost of capital
2. E: market value of equity
3. D: market value of debt
4. CoE: cost of equity
5. CoD: cost of debt
6. Tax: corporate tax rate

CoD ¼ RSþ PSþCR

1. RS: interest rate swaps
2. PS: renewable energy project spread
3. CR: country risk

CoE ¼ RfR þ Beta  ðMrR  RfTÞ

1. RfR: risk-free rate
2. Beta: beta coefﬁcient
3. MrR: expected market rate of return
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TABLE IV. Parameters used in the WACC calculation.
Parameters

Values

References

Risk-free rate
Beta coefﬁcient
Debt-to equity ratio
Term swap interest rate
Market risk premium
Country risk
Renewable energy project spread
Corporate tax

4.45%
0.94
70/30
2.5 %
7.0%
0.70%
3.5%
27.0%

Federal Reserve (2018)
Damodaran (2018)
Klessmann et al. (2013)
Central Bank of Chile (2018)
Damodaran (2018)
Damodaran (2018)
Levin (2012)
Deloitte (2018)

configurations. The simulations consider power and energy
capacities, the ratio of which (energy/power capacity) defines
the maximum number of hours of energy a device can store. A
total of 9 different configurations were considered in the simulations. As can be seen in Tables V and VI, all plants generate
positive arbitrage benefits under all possible scenarios. Among
the selected case studies, the Marıa Elena power plant is the one
obtaining the largest economic benefits using storage technologies. Since the arbitrage benefits obtained in Solar Jama and
Valle Los Vientos power plants were the same, the results for
both plants are presented together. This is due to the fact that
both plants are connected directly to the same consumption
point and they face the same marginal price of energy.
Tables VII–IX present the simulation results in terms of
benefits due to diminishing transmission losses for each of the
three renewable power plants. As in the previous case, a total of
9 different configurations were considered in the simulations.
As seen in Tables VII–IX, all plants would obtain positive
economic benefits under all configuration scenarios. However,
the benefits for solar power plants (Maria Elena and Solar Jama)
are much higher than the ones for a wind power plant (Valle los
Vientos). In the case of solar plants, the minimization of transmission losses represents about 5% of the total economic benefits, while 95% come from energy shifting. In the case of a wind
power plant, almost all benefits arise from the transmission loss
minimization. The reason for the latter is that when solar power
plants generate electricity, the energy market has low energy
prices and high congestion in transmission. Therefore, avoiding
congested hours in the transmission lines through ESSs is ideal
for solar plants. In contrast, in the case of wind power plants,
avoiding transmission congestion hours does not generate large
benefits because the maximum and minimum values depend on
the speed of the wind, which is not necessarily aligned with the
electricity demand.
TABLE V. Annual revenue from simulation of price arbitrage for Solar Jama and
Valle los Vientos power plants (USD$). Source: Own elaboration from simulations.
Power (MW)
Energy (MW h)
5
7
9

1

3

5

41 810
49 160
53 314

48 716
66 526
83 969

50 900
71 259
91 619
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TABLE VI. Annual revenue from simulation of price arbitrage for the Marıa Elena
power plant (USD$). Source: Own elaboration from simulations.

ARTICLE

TABLE X. Annual cost of capital of ESS options (USD$) for price arbitrage and
avoidance of transmission congestion. Sources: Own elaboration from simulations.

Power (MW)
Energy (MWh)
5
7
9

Power (MW)

1

3

5

47 238
56 927
62 557

55 546
76 212
96 144

56 908
79 671
102 435

TABLE VII. Annual revenue from simulation of diminishment on transmission losses
for the Maria Elena power plant (USD$). Source: Own elaboration from simulations.
Power (MW)
Energy (MW h)
5
7
9

scitation.org/journal/rse

1

3

5

45 115
53 856
57 895

43 117
52 622
43 085

43 117
52 622
59 815

Energy (MW h)
5
7
9

1

3

5

126 658(Na-S)
156 487(pumped hydro)
157 984(pumped hydro)

135 722(Na-S)
184 573 (Na-S)
233 423(Na-S)

144 787(Na-S)
193 637 (Na-S)
242 487(Na-S)

sodium-sulfur (Na-S) batteries are the most economic option
for most of the scenarios.
The annual cost of capital obtained for the deferred transmission investment case is USD$10,844,670 for a 50% capacity
increase and USD$25,841,729 for a 100% capacity increase.
Among the simulated ESS options, sodium-sulfur (Na-S) batteries and hydro were the cheapest option for a 50% and 100%
capacity increase, respectively.

C. Sensitivity analysis with respect to the cost of
capital
TABLE VIII. Annual revenue from simulation of diminishment on transmission losses
for the Solar Jama Power plant (USD$). Source: Own elaboration from simulations.
Power (MW)
Energy (MW h)
5
7
9

1

3

5

39 294
45 882
48 456

39 294
45 882
36 914

39 294
45 882
54 015

TABLE IX. Annual revenue from simulation of diminishment on transmission losses
for Valle los Vientos (USD$). Source: Own elaboration from simulations.
Power (MW)
Energy (MW h)
5
7
9

1

3

5

1848
3290
11 687

1257
8686
14 432

1257
8686
13 842

The simulation results from transmission deferrals consider
a capacity increase in Solar Jama of 50% and 100%, which correspond to 75 MW and 150 MW, respectively. The financial benefits
obtained using ESSs are USD$1,800,400 and USD$6,905.500 for
50% and 100% of the capacity increase, respectively.

Although CAPM is one of the most used models in terms
of calculating the expected return, its validity has been sometimes criticized in the empirical literature (Brealey et al. 2011
and Gilbert et al., 2014). In general, CAPM provides a solid theoretical setting for expected market returns, but it could fail to
provide an accurate estimation due to the assumptions on
which it relies. In particular, CAPM could be very sensitive to
the input data. In order to assess the robustness of the results
shown in the Subsections IV A and IV B, two sensitivity analyses
were considered. In the first one, the cost of equity rate was
changed from 7.5% to 9.0% (the base case included a rate of
8.23%) to obtain the annual cost of capital and the revenue of
the storage configuration of 1-MW capacity with 5-MW h of
energy storage. As shown in Fig. 6, the results of this change
show that the cheapest configuration is still more expensive
than the revenue it generates.
In the second one, the equity percentage over the overall
investment financing (i.e., equity plus debt) was changed from
10% to 50% (the base case included a percentage of 30%), to
obtain the annual cost of capital and the revenue of the storage
configuration of 1-MW capacity with 5-MW h of energy storage.
As shown in Fig. 7, the configuration under this new debt/equity
mix is still more expensive than the revenue it generates.
The sensitivity analysis for both the cost of the capital rate
and the equity percentage over the overall investment shows that
the results are robust, showing that the given cost for the storage
is still too high to pay for itself in the simulated configuration.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
B. Simulation results on the costs of ESS applications
Table X shows the estimation results of the annual cost of
capital for the energy storage systems under 9 different configurations, considering price arbitrage and avoidance of transmission congestion. In addition, Table X includes the cheapest
storage options for each configuration. As shown in Table X,
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The Chilean electricity market is undergoing a significant
change toward increasing renewable energy sources. More specifically, solar PV and wind energy have experienced significant
growth over the last few years. As the penetration rate of intermittent or inflexible times of generation in the electricity matrix
increases, the integration cost of renewables in the system will
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FIG. 6. Annual cost of capital and revenue
of the 1 MW–5 MWh storage conﬁguration
to diminish transmission losses on Marıa
Elena considering different equity costs.
Source: Own simulations.

FIG. 7. Annual cost of capital and revenue
of the 1 MW–5 MW h conﬁguration to
diminish transmission losses on Marıa
Elena considering different equity percentages of the overall investment. Source:
Own simulations.

inevitably rise. For example, solar PV energy has a strong diurnal
pattern, and a massive entrance of solar generation into the system would create a serious misbalance between demand and
supply. As a result, besides some technical concerns, renewable
power generators might face low market prices, high costs of
grid upgrades, and transmission losses due to congestion.
In this context, the use of energy storage batteries could
play a key role in solar and wind technologies in terms of generating additional revenues that allow them to have a high
penetration in the electricity market. The revenues arise from
price arbitrage, transmission upgrade deferral, and reducing
electricity transmission costs. Storage technologies are becoming increasingly relevant as they have passed the demo and prototype phases to start now a wide market implementation
phase. The only remaining barrier for its implementation is the
price tag of the storage systems, but even this barrier is quickly
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disappearing. This paper analyzes the economic viability of
energy storage systems in an electricity system from the perspective of renewable energy generators. In particular, the analysis focuses on assessing the financial benefits of ESSs in terms
of price arbitrage, transmission upgrade deferral, and diminishing transmission losses. For this purpose, the empirical analysis
considers the implementation of ESSs in the Northern
Interconnected System in Chile (CDEC-SING). This study uses
data for three existing renewable generation plants: two solar
PV plants and one wind plant. The simulation results show that
ESS applications under all the studied scenarios generate positive economic revenues. However, arbitrage operations do not
break, even in any of the considered scenarios and, therefore,
are not profitable to investment in ESSs.
The results depend heavily on the operation strategy used
in the system. If storage is used to diminish transmission losses
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and defer transmission upgrades, the arbitrage revenues are far
below the break-even line. In contrast, if storage is used for
price arbitrage, the revenues generated are close to make the
investment profitable. The application of ESSs in the solar
energy plants generates more economic benefits than in the
wind plants because during the operation hours of solar energy
plants, energy prices in the Chilean market are lower and the
transmission system is more congested.
In conclusion, although current ESS costs are not low
enough to make them a profitable investment, cost reductions
are expected to continue in the development of these technologies, making ESSs financially viable in the near future. Since this
study considers around 80% of storage efficiency for all possible
alternatives, the economic viability of ESS will not depend on
storage efficiency improvement. It will mostly depend on capital
cost reductions in ESS. The results show that the capital cost of
energy storage technologies should decrease by around 60% to
allow them to become economically viable.
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